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Research Questions 
Do climate-related factors control the abundance, 
distribution or behavior of fish populations? 
 
Would fish populations change in abundance, 
distribution or behavior in response to climate 
change?  
 
Would fishery management need to change in 
response to climate change?   
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Key points: Our work is part of a much broader area of research of global concern; all natural resource management agencies in the far north are asking similar questions.  As the behavior of a population changes, approaches to management necessarily change.  Our work indicates that Chinook salmon timing behavior will change as climate changes. Fishery management needs operational forecasts of salmon timing based on local meteorological and oceanographic observations.  End key points



Context: Geography, 
Phenology (Chinook, 

Fishery) 
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Environmental Mediation of Timing 1961 - 1980
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Presentation Notes
Key points: Management of migratory fish species requires understanding of the timing of the migration in harvest areas.  When the timing of migration is highly variable, meeting conservation objectives can be very difficult unless the factors responsible for the variability are understood. The primary objective of our research is to identify environmental variables responsible for variation in salmon timing  and apply them to provide operational forecasts of timing to fishery managers.The fishery for chinook salmon in the lower Yukon River Alaska is the perfect subject for identifying sources of variability in timing because it has fifty-two years of timing data available for study.The Yukon River watershed begins in Alaska on the northern Bering Sea and runs east into Canada and south to the latitude of Juneau Alaska, which is about the same as that of Oslo Norway 59 N to just below the Arctic Circle 66N.Yukon Chinook destined to spawn within the year are feeding on the Bering Sea continental shelf break and slope areas in January – March, then migrate northward to start entering the Yukon River by the end of May, and are found on spawning grounds in Alaska and Canada until the end of conclusion of spawning, about the end of September. Salmon follow their noses and other senses to find Yukon River water in the northern Bering Sea.The timing of fishing activities in the lower Yukon River (inset upper left) necessarily corresponds to the timing of the salmon;  25% of the catch usually occurs by the 16th of June, with the 50% point of catch typically occurring about 5 days later (June 21), and the 75% point five days later on June 26.  The central 50% of the migration is available for fishing for only about 10 days each year; and eighty percent of the migration usually transits the fishing areas of the lower river in less than three weeks.   End key pointshttp://water.usgs.gov/nasqan/docs/yukonfact/images/fig1.jpgAlaska’s salmon fishery comprises about 80% of the total wild-caught North American salmon harvest. An important component of this harvest is the Yukon River Chinook (king) salmon fishery. Salmon are anadromous— they are born in fresh water, migrate downstream to the ocean where they mature, and three to eight years later return to their freshwater location of birth to reproduce.  The 3200 km-long Yukon River drainage of interior Alaska and Canada is roughly 25% larger than the state of Texas, and Chinook salmon spawn along nearly the entire length. This fish stock is exploited extensively by commercial and sport fishermen. Furthermore, it is a vital subsistence food source for many indigenous people in the Yukon River drainage. Treaty obligations also exist between the US and Canada to ensure adequate Chinook salmon returns to Canadian spawning grounds. Fishery managers must balance the requirement for spawners against the need to permit the harvests that provide for sustainable Yukon River Chinook salmon fisheries. Thus, there exists a compelling need to provide fishery managers both with current and historical fish escapement ob-servations and with physically-based objective models to forecast escapement timing.



The Bering Sea is not warming … 2012 
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Key points: This tells the story of "non-warming" in the Bering in terms of max yearly sea ice extent not steadily decreasing over time.  It also sets up another important point: the record Bering Sea ice coverage in 2012.There are places in the Arctic that are NOT WARMING, and our area of interest is one of them. It is "common knowledge" that the Arctic is warming, and a common misconception that the Arctic is warming everywhere.   We found that, to our amazement our region of interest is not following the script and showing the warming that everyone just knows is occurring pan-Arctic. End key points



Covariation in Ice Cover and Salmon Timing 
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Key points:  The normalized deviations from long term average for salmon timing (brown) and marine ice cover (blue green) near the Yukon River mouth show that 1) there are no apparent time trends in either timing or percent spring ice cover relative to the long term mean since 1970. It also shows that 2) the magnitude and sign of deviations for timing and spring ice cover are often the same, and when there are deviations of opposite sign these are usually small with the exception of one year, 1998, see the red arrow. 1998 was a year of low spring ice cover and a very late migration, which is not outside the bounds of our understanding of environmental control of salmon phenology.  In the absence of ice to control marine water column stability, a lack of wind stress sufficient to mix the water column can lead to later migrations. End key points     
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Looking for the Needle in the Haystack 
Yukon Chinook Timing Observed 1980 - 2012 
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Key points: This graph shows the annual cumulative percent of run timing (CPUE).  As you can see, it is highly variable year to year. Annual migratory timing (50th percentile) ranges between 10 June and 2 July, with a long term average of June 21. Message: Average run timing is not of much use to fishery managers who need more precise information to set fishing regulations. Historical timing data need to be used in conjunction with spring environmental conditions. End key points
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Identifying local environmental factors 
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Key points: The search for other meteorlogical and oceanographic indicators in the time frame of the biological measurements, 1961 – present in the path of the migration (red arrows) led to average ice concentration in the spring, temperature on the marine surface in April and May, and  April mean surface air temperature in Nome.  Subsequently, archived weather records for Emmonak were located.  End Key points



LINEAR MODELING – 50% POINT w/ AIR AND SEA SURFACE TEMPS 
MDJ = (-0.410)AMATC + (-1.638)MSSTC + 17.357 
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Key point: A two parameter linear model estimated from  April mean air temperature, and modeled May mean marine surface temperature, provided the best fit to the timing data.  Large diamonds circled are residuals larger than seven days.  Had red circled migrations (1983, 1996) occurred in forecast mode, it could have resulted in overharvest, as the actual migration was much earlier than expected, and the green circled migration would have led to lost fishing opportunity, as the migration was much later than expected. End key point



NON-LINEAR MODELING – 50% POINT w/ EMMONAK VARIABLES 
MDJ = f(WIND & ICE & AIR TEMPERATURE) 
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Presentation Notes
Suggested new key points (hopefully not too long):Key Points:  A genetic programming system (Eureqa, developed at Cornell University) was used to develop an empirical nonlinear model of migration timing as a function of oceanographic and meteorological variables.  The meteorological variables (measured at Emmonak) in particular are closer to the sites of the biological timing variables (measured on the Yukon Delta).  Many variables were evaluated; a combination of regional oceanographic and local land-based observations provided the best fit based on mean squared errors (observed timing (MDJ) vs. predicted timing (PREDM).  Variables selected by the analysis are:  Annual Mean Percent Ice Cover; April Mean Wind Direction at Emmonak; May Mean Wind Direction at Emmonak; and May Mean Air Temperature at Emmonak.End key points 



Research Forecasting (Linear Model) 2010 - 2011 

15 % Forecast June 17 
50 % Forecast June 24 

15% Observed June 17 
50% Observed June 25 

15 % Forecast June 16 
50 % Forecast June 24 

15% Observed June 15 
50% Observed June 21 

2010 – Outlook –  May 31, 2010 - LATE 

2011 – Outlook – June 3, 2011 – AVG - LATE 
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Key points: In 2010 and 2011 timing forecasts using linear models without historic local weather data were provided to the fishery regulators, but not made available to the public. Forecasts of the 15th percentile were within 0 – 1 day of the observed, and forecasts of the 50th percentile were within 1 – 3 days of the observed.In 2012 research timing forecasts were made using nonlinear models based in part on the historic local weather data from Emmonak. End key points



Operational Forecasting  (Linear Model) 2012  

Percent Forecasts  Observed (CPUE)     DEV (days) 
15% (FIFDJ)  June 17         June 22    5 
25% (QDJ)  June 20   June 26    6 
50% (MDJ)  June 25   July    2    7 

2012 Outlook Issued May 31, 2010 = LATE 
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Research Forecasting (Nonlinear Model) 2012 
Percent Forecasts  Observed (CPUE)       DEV (days) 
15% (FIFDJ)  June 19         June 22     3 
50% (MDJ)  June 27   July    2     5 

Comparison of  Operational to Research  
Forecasts in 2012 
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Presentation Notes
Key points:  In 2012 operational forecasts using linear models without local weather data were made for the first time to the public over the Alaska Ocean Observing System web site.  Forecasts of the 15th percentile were 5 days earlier than observed, and forecasts of the 50th percentile were eight days earlier than observed.  Although less precise than 2010 and 2011 forecasts, the forecast for a late migration was still very useful to fishery managers, who were dealing with what turned out to be the latest migration in the 52 year history of recorded observations. The loss of data from one of four fishing sites due to operational problems made the estimates of the observed timing less precise than usual. End key pointsFrom Peter OlssonSlide 11�I think that one key element is missing in all the thinking here re: 2012.  2012 is way out of the ball park w/r/t to climatology of the area.  Record sea ice coverage (ala slide 4 figure) and also record cold temperatures  (see documentation below). I do not know for sure, but I would guess that the ice in the area of interest may have gone out later than usual. It seems perfectly reasonable to me that this would have an impact on fisheries, at least it could have an impact on fisheries.  So… what does the record show:�[2012]…  turned out to be the latest migration in the 52 year history of recorded observations.�So,  the fisheries data from 2012 also shows a response that would be consistent with such a climate-outlier year. �The model did not provide the best predictive guidance in this case.  Possible reasons: Nome May mean monthly T has no "memory" of the winter before.  Hard to say if SST does, since I do not know know "from what broth this is made".  Maybe there is  a role for some parameter that DOES have such a memory. �#################################################################################################�http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/2012/04/High ice extent in the Bering Sea�In the Bering Sea, off Alaska, ice extent reached a record high for the month of March. Persistent winds pushed the sea ice southward and froze more seawater into ice.As winds from the north pushed Arctic ice southward through the Bering Strait, the ice locked together and formed a structurally continuous band known as an ice arch, which acts a bit like a keystone arch in a building. The ice arch temporarily held back the ice behind it, but as the winds continued, the arch failed along its southern edge, and ice cascaded south through the strait into the Bering Sea. Sea ice also piled up on the northern coast of St. Lawrence Island, streaming southward on either side of it.



Summary 
• Proof of concept: Meteorological variables provide 
operational  forecasts of salmon timing  
• Nonlinear statistical models work better than linear 
in some cases 
• Local met data improve model fit 

Next Steps 
•  Stat Models: Different types of met and ocean data at 
different locations 
•  Physical models: 3-D Circulation  
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SummaryProof of concept: Meteorological variables provide operational  forecasts of salmon timing  Nonlinear statistical models work better than linear in some cases Local met data improve model fitNext stepsStat Models: Different types of met and ocean data at different locations Physical models: 3-D Circulation 



THE END 
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